The purpose of this paper is to present solutions to certain problems in ergodic theory suggested by Einar Hille in his book Functional analysis and semi-groups [l] . 1 Let 7X£) (£>0) be a semi-group of linear bounded transformations on a complex Banach space X to itself. Following Hille, we say that T(£) is ergodic at infinity (or at 0) if it has a generalized limit of some sort when £->=o (or 0 + ). We define the Abel mean ii") f exp (-Xf)|| 7(£)||¿£ exists for X > 0.
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In theorems referring to limiting processes at infinity we shall also impose the restriction (iü) lim rp1 f T(Ç)xd£= x for all z G X.
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Condition (i) alone implies that 7\£) is strongly continuous for £>0 (see [l, Theorem 9.2.1] and [2]); whereas (ii") implies the existence of the Abel mean for X>0. If (iiu) is satisfied, the infinitesimal generator 4 of the semi-group operator will be a closed linear trans-formation. If conditions (i), (ii"), and (iii) are all satisfied, then the resolvent theory (see [l, sec. 11.8] By hypotheses, limx*o+ X2i?(X; A)x = 6, so that limx»o+ A2R(k; A)x = -Ax. and Ax=6, then there exists a yE3) [.42 ] such that x = .4y and by (6) (s-'J"t(£)x<^ds. (8) ||X2c(X; A)x -Px\\ = ||\i?(X; A)(l -P)x\\ = \K.\\x\\ and T(£) is therefore uniformly ergodic at infinity to the projection operator P.
We remark that the converse of Theorem 1 follows directly from [l, Theorem 14.8.3 and 14.8.4 ]. rules out the point spectrum. Hille has conjectured [l, p. 295 ] that a semi-group operator satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 3 and such that X = 0 does not belong to the residual spectrum of either 4 or 42 would necessarily be strongly Abel ergodic at infinity. It is clear from Corollary 2 that the condition imposed on 42 is already implied by the other restrictions. Thus in order to construct a counter-example to this conjecture it will be sufficient to produce a non-Abel-ergodic semi-group satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 3 and having X = 0 in the point spectrum of A. This we do in the following example. Example 2. We next define a semi-group operator T(£) satisfying conditions (i), (iiu), (iii) and such that lim sup{"o+ ||7"(£)|| = °°. We start with a sequence of two-dimensional normed linear spaces IB and define ï to be the set of all sequences {XnGïnj such that 23lFn|| < °°> with norm || {xn}|| = 23||x»||-3Ê» itself is defined as the set of all complex-valued pairs x" = (y, z) with norm ||x"|| = (jy| 2 + «|z| 2)1/2. We It is clear that ||7\,(£)|| á«1/2 exp (-«£) and that ||rB(ir/2»)|| = »1/2 exp ( -ir/2) [as can be seen by operating on (1, 0)]. The semigroup operator 7X£) is defined by 7"(£){x"} = {7\.(£)xn}. It follows from the way the norm in X has been defined that | P(£) | = LUB ||rn(i)||á(2e£)-1/2. Now 7"n(£)xn is clearly continuous in ¿, and since the lim* 2Z^|¡ 7"n(^)x"|| =0 uniformly in £-5>0, T(£){xn} will itself be strongly continuous for ¿>0. In this case ||P(¿)|| is measurable and, from the above upper bound, we have + |z|, and T"(¡;)xn = xn is defined by y' = y cos n% -z sin «£, z' = y sin «£ + z cos w£, which is simply a rotation in £". Since the unit sphere in 36B is a square, the maximum expansion will be 21'2. Hence ||7X£)| = LUB ||rB©|g21'2.
For ¡t = kw (¿ = 0, ±1, ±2, • • •), ||r©x! = ||x|| so that [^(¿7r)|| =1. For «¿ = («¿±l/4)ir, set x" = (l, 0) anc Xj = 0 for j¿¿n. Then x" = ( + 1/21'2, ± 1/21'2) so that || T [(k ± 1/4«)tt]| = 21/2. Therefore ||7X£)|| is discontinuous at the points kir. One can show as in Example 2 that T(i-)x is strongly continuous on ( -co, co ).
